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ON THE MÜNTZ RATIONAL APPROXIMATION RATE

S. P. ZHOU

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. The present paper constructs a counterexample to show that a con-

jecture of Newman concerning rational approximation rate of arbitrary Markov

system is generally not true.

1

Let C[0i¿] be the class of all real continuous functions / on [0, b].x For

/ £ C[0,e] >

co(f, t) = max{|/(x + h)- f(x)\: x e [0, b - h], 0 < h < t},

||/||,o,6] = max l/(x)|,    and       ||/|| = ||/||I0,i].
xe[o,b]

Given a subspace S of Cr0,¿,], let

R(S) = {P(x)/Q(x):P(x)eS, Q(x) e S, Q(x)>0, jcg(0,ä]},

where we assume that P(0)/Q(0) = linix_>o+ P(x)/Q(x) is finite in the case

ß(0) = 0. For a sequence A = {A„}£lo > write

R(A) = R(span{xx"}).

From Muntz's theorem, it is well known that the linear combinations of {xXn}

for

(1) 0 = Xo<Xi<X2<---

are dense if and only if J2n*=i l/kn = oo.

Concerning the rational case, in 1976, Somorjai [5] showed a beautiful result

that, under (1), R(A) is always dense in C[o,i]. In 1978, Bak and Newman [2]

proved that, if {kn} is any sequence of distinct positive real numbers, then R(A)

is dense in Cm, i], too. Our recent work [6] showed that R(A) is always dense

for any sequence of real numbers {kn} with infinitely many distinct elements.
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Write

An = {Xx, X2, ... , Xn},

En = {e~ilt, e~Xi',..., e~x"'},       E = {e~x'', e~^,...},

R(An) = R(span{xXk} : Xk G A„),        R(En) = R(span(En)),

Rn(f,A)=   min  ||/-y||   for/eC[(U],

Rn(f,E)=  min ||/-y||[o,oo)   for/g C[0>Oo].
y€R{En)

On the quantitative Müntz rational approximation rate, Bak [1] proved that,

if fe C[o, i] and {X„} is a sequence with ( 1 ) and A* — kk-\ >k for all k > 2,
then

Rn(f,A)<Cœ(f,n~l),

where here and throughout the paper C always indicates an absolute constant

which may have different values in different places, while C(x) indicates a

positive constant only depending upon x.

Newman [4] raised the following two problems on this topic (Newman said

that even he did not believe Problem 10.4):

Problem 10.3. Is it true that for any / G Qo, i] there exists R(x) G R(An) such
that

\\f-R\\<Cco(f,n-x)l

Problem 10.4. The same conclusion as the above problem holds where xXk are

replaced by *F*(*) for any Markov system {^(x)} .

An infinite Markov system on an interval [a, b] is a collection of continuous
functions on [a, b], Jf := {*¥x = I ,v¥2,xYi, ...} , with the property that, if

an element of the real linear span of the first n vanishes at n points, then it
vanishes identically.

The present paper will construct a counterexample to show Problem 10.4 is

generally not true for a Markov system in the unbounded interval [0, oo).

2

We will prove the following result, which gives a negative answer to Problem

10.4 (for a Markov system in [0, oo)).

Theorem. Let A* = {A£}£L, and

A = {Ax,x, AXj2, AXt3, Ax,4, A2tX, A2<2, A2ti, A2>4, ... , Ax<2n,

A2,2n , ... , A„-X>2n , A„t\, An>2, ... , A„t2« , ^1,2" + 1 j ••• > An,2»+l >

-<4l,2"-r2 » • • • > ̂ n,2"+2 > • •• , ^l,2"+'-l • •• • • ^n ,2"+1-l > • ■ • } := {kk}k*=l >

where

Ajj=X* + j-l,        i,j=l,2,...,    X* = j ..'2 ~   '
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Furthermore, let {s„} be an increasing sequence with the following properties:

(2) lim s„ = +00,       s„ ~ s2n,2        lim (sn/n) = 0.
«—»co n—»oo

Then E is a Markov system on [0, oo) and there exists a function f G C[0>oo]
such that

lim sup   Rn^{'\>0.
„_oo   s„co(f, n~x)

Proof. It is a very clear fact that E is a Markov system since Xk , k = 1, 2, ... ,

are distinct. Let Tn(t) := Tn(t, A*) be the generalized Chebyshev polynomial

of degree n associated with the Markov system {e~x'', e~x*',...} on [0, oo),

that is, the linear form

Tn(t) = Co(e-x'*t-YfCke-x'A,

where Ck , k = 1, 2, ... , n - I, are chosen so that 2"Z¡t=í Cke~x'k' is the best

approximant to e~x'"' from span{e~xî'}^zl and where Co is chosen so that

l|7n||[0,co) = 1 .
By the well-known results in approximation theory, there exists an ordinary

polynomial Qn(x) with sufficiently large degree mn > 1 such that

(3) \\Tn(t)-Qn(e-t)\\lo,oo)<n~l.

Now we may select a sequence {«/} by induction. Let nx =2. Suppose n¡ is
given. Let

(4) M¡ := nß"',

(5) M¡ := 2M¡ + 2.

Choose n¡+x satisfying the following properties:

(6) nM >[log2mMl + 1],

d¿,e*~'»
[0,oo)

By (2), (7) is possible. Define

/ oo

F¡{t) = '£ekQMk{e-t),       f(t) = $>*0"*(0.
/feppp=i fcppp=i

It is quite clear that / G C[o,<x>] follows from (3) and (7). For any rational

r(t)eR(EM;),

oo

(8) ||/(0 - r(i)||[o,=o) > \\Fi(t) - r(t)\\l0,oc) -2^^
k=l+l

2 By An ~ Bn , we mean that there exists a positive constant M independent of n such that

M~l <A„/Bn <M.
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We have the estimate

(9) H/v-rllio.ooj^eKl-Mf1).

In fact, that (9) fails will lead to a contradiction. Because of the definition,

Tm,(í) oscillates between ±1 exactly M¡ times on [0,oo).3 Assume, for

0 < xx < X2 < ■■ ■ < Xm, < oo ,

TM,(Xj) = e(-iy ,       e = ±l.

From (3),

sm(QM,(Xj)) = sgn(TM,(Xj)),        \Qm,(xj)\ > 1 - Mfl.

Suppose (9) fails. Then

sgn((r - F¡_x)(Xj)) = sgn((e,QM/ - F¡ + r)(xj)) = sga{QM,{Xj)),

which means r-F¡_x vanishes at least M¡-1 times on [0, oo). It is impossible

since r - F¡_x e R(EM,-2) by (4)-(6) and by some direct arguments.

Therefore, combining (7)-(9) yields that

11/(0 - KOIkoo) > e/(l - Mfx) - e,sM],

so that

(10) RM;(f,E)>el(l-Mfl)-elsMx¡.

On the other hand,

i-i
w(f,(MÏ)-x)<3MT-xY,£k

k=l
oo

-tAmM'1)
[0,oo)

+ 3e,co(QMl(«?-'), Mfx)

+ 4 Y, Cfc := Zi +12 + £3.
A:=/+l

It follows from (7) that

£3 < 2e¡sMx   and   X. < 3e¡sMx.

Applying (2) and an inequality for derivatives of generalized Müntz polynomials

of Newman [3] we have

£2 < 3110^,(0 - rM,(OII[o,oo) + 3Ar/-1||r^,||to,oo) = 0(Myl)

since Y^k=2k*k < +00 . Putting together the above estimates and (10) we then

have

RM;(f,E)       ^     CRM;(f,E)
>

sM;(0(f, (M¡)~x) - sMMf> W_1)

The theorem is completed.   G

>C.

3 We may take oo as an alternating point.
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